
17. Smallest Enclosing Balls: BasicsLeture on Monday 23rd November, 2009 by Bernd G�artner <gaertner@inf.ethz.ch>
17.1 Problem Statement and BasicsThis problem is related to the linear programming problem, but in a way it is muhsimpler, sine a unique optimal solution always exists.We let P be a set of n points in Rd. We are interested in �nding a losed ball ofsmallest radius that ontains all the points in P, see Figure 17.1.

Figure 17.1: The smallest enlosing ball of a set of points in the planeAs an \appliation", imagine a village that wants to build a �rehouse. The loationof the �rehouse should be suh that the maximum travel time to any house of the villageis as small as possible. If we equate travel time with Eulidean distane, the solution isto plae the �rehouse in the enter of the smallest ball that overs all houses.
17.1.1 ExistenceIt is not a priori lear that a smallest ball enlosing P exists, but this follows fromstandard arguments in alulus. As you usually don't �nd this worked out in papers andtextbooks, let us quikly do the argument here.Fix P and onsider the ontinuous funtion ρ : Rd → R de�ned by

ρ(c) = max
p2P

kp − ck, c 2 RdThus, ρ(c) is the radius of the smallest ball entered at c that enloses all points of P.Let q be any point of P, and onsider the losed ball
B = B(q, ρ(q)) := {c 2 R2 | kc − qk � ρ(q)}.
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CG 2009 17.1. Problem Statement and BasisSine B is ompat, the funtion ρ attains its minimum over B at some point copt, andwe laim that copt is the enter of a smallest enlosing ball of P. For this, onsider anyenter c 2 R2. If c 2 B, we have ρ(c) � ρ(copt) by optimality of copt in B, and if c /2 B,we get ρ(c) � kc − qk > ρ(q) � ρ(copt) sine q 2 B. In any ase, we get ρ(c) � ρ(copt),so copt is indeed a best possible enter.
17.1.2 UniquenessCan it be that there are two distint smallest enlosing balls of P? No, and to rule thisout, we use the onept of onvex ombinations of balls. Let B = B(c, ρ) be a losedball with enter c and radius ρ > 0. We de�ne the harateristi funtion of B as thefuntion fB : R2 → R given by

fB(x) =
kx − ck2

ρ2
, x 2 R2.The name harateristi funtion omes from the following easy

Observation 17.1 For x 2 R2, we have
x 2 B ⇔ fB(x) � 1.Now we are prepared for the onvex ombination of balls.

Lemma 17.2 Let B0 = B(c0, ρ0) and B1 = (c1, ρ1) be two distint balls with harater-isti funtions fB0
and fB1

. For λ 2 (0, 1), onsider the funtion fλ de�ned by
fλ(x) = (1 − λ)fB0

(x) + λfB1
(x).Then the following three properties hold.(i) fλ is the harateristi funtion of a ball Bλ = (cλ, ρλ). Bλ is alled a (proper)onvex ombination of B0 and B1, and we simply write

Bλ = (1 − λ)B0 + λB1.(ii) Bλ � B0 \ B1 and ∂Bλ � ∂B0 \ ∂B1.(iii) ρλ < max(ρ0, ρ1).A proof of this lemma requires only elementary alulations and an be found forexample in the PhD thesis of Kaspar Fisher [1℄. Here we will just explain what thelemma means. The family of balls Bλ, λ 2 (0, 1) \interpolates" between the balls B0and B1: while we inrease λ from 0 to 1, we ontinuously transform B0 into B1. Allintermediate balls Bλ \go through" the intersetion of the original ball boundaries (asphere of dimension d − 2). In addition, eah intermediate ball ontains the intersetionof the original balls. This is property (ii). Property (iii) means that all intermediateballs are smaller than the larger of B0 and B1. Figure 17.2 illustrates the situation.Using this lemma, we an easily prove the following
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Figure 17.2: Convex ombinations Bλ of two balls B0, B1

Theorem 17.3 Given a �nite point set P � Rd, there exists a unique ball of smallestradius that ontains P. We will denote this ball by B(P).
Proof. If P = {p}, the unique smallest enlosing ball is {p}. Otherwise, any smallestenlosing ball of P has positive radius ρopt. Assume there are two distint smallestenlosing balls B0, B1. By Lemma 17.2, the ball

B 1
2

=
1

2
B0 +

1

2
B1is also an enlosing ball of P (by property (ii)), but it has smaller radius than ρopt (byproperty (iii), a ontradition to B0, B1 being smallest enlosing balls. �

17.1.3 BasesWhen you look at the example of Figure 17.1, you notie that only three points areessential for the solution, namely the ones on the boundary of the smallest enlosingball. Removing all other points from P would not hange the smallest enlosing ball.Even in ases where more points are on the boundary, it is always possible to �nd asubset of at most three points (in the R2 ase) with the same smallest enlosing ball.This is again a onsequene of Helly's Theorem (Theorem 15.5).
Theorem 17.4 Let P � Rd be a �nite point set. There is a subset S � P, |S| � d + 1suh that B(P) = B(S).
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CG 2009 17.1. Problem Statement and Basis
Proof. If |P| < d + 1, we may hoose S = P. Otherwise, let ρopt be the radius of thesmallest enlosing ball B(P) of P = {p1, . . . , pn}. Now de�ne

Ci = {x 2 Rd : kx − pik < ρopt}, i = 1, . . . , nto be the open ball around pi with radius ρopt. We know that the ommon intersetion ofall the Ci is empty, sine any point in the intersetion would be a enter of an enlosingball of P with radius smaller than ρopt. Moreover, the Ci are onvex, so Helly's Theoremimplies that there is a subset S of d + 1 points whose Ci's also have an empty ommonintersetion. For this set S, we therefore have no enlosing ball of radius smaller than
ρopt either. Hene, B(S) has radius at leat ρopt; but sine S � P, the radius of B(S) mustalso be at most ρopt, and hene it is equal to ρopt. But then B(S) = B(P) follows, sineotherwise, both B(P) and B(S) would be smallest enlosing balls of S, a ontradition.
� The previous theorem motivates the following
Definition 17.5 Let P � Rd be a �nite point set. A basis of P is an inlusion-minimalsubset S � P suh that B(P) = B(S).It follows that any basis of P has size at most d + 1. If the points are in general position(no k + 3 on a ommon k-dimensional sphere), then P has a unique basis, and this basisis formed by the set of points on the boundary of B(P).
17.1.4 The trivial algorithmTheorem 17.4 immediately implies the following (rather ineÆient) algorithm for om-puting B(P): for every subset S � P, |S| � d + 1, ompute B(S) (in �xed dimension d,this an be done in onstant time), and return the one with largest radius.Indeed, this works: for all S � P, the radius of B(S) is at most that of B(P), and theremust be at least one S, |S| � d + 1 (a basis of P) with B(S) = B(P). It follows that theball B(T) being returned has the same radius as B(P) and is therefore equal by T � P.Assuming that d is �xed, the runtime of this algorithm is

O

0�d+1∑

i=0

 
n

i

!1A = O(nd+1).If d = 2 (the planar ase), the trivial algorithm has runtime O(n3). In the nextsetion, we disuss an algorithm that is substantially better than the trivial one in anydimension.
References[1℄ Kaspar Fisher, Smallest enlosing balls of balls. Combinatorial Struture andAlgorithms, Ph.D. thesis, ETH Z�urih, 2005.
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